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PAV-project
(Planning for Autonomous Vehicles by Local 

Authorities)

01 September 2019  - 31 August 2022
Subject to major change



• Varberg needed to provide a pilot 
for the PAV-project

• Limited resources for a long test

• Need to introduce the concept of 
autonomous vehicles to the public

• Apelviken offered an interesting site

• Coincided with a major face lift of 
the beach area

• Lots of visitors - both positive and 
negative effects

• The test worked as frame for theme 
weeks on sustainable mobility

Pilot/Demonstrator

Apelviken 2021



The test area

- Short enough to provide a 

reasonable frequency in 

traffic with only one vehicle 

- Connects with a small 

electrical “tourist train” 

running from central 

Varberg to the beach

- Possible limit car traffic 

and parking



- Covid-19 

- Local criticism in media and politics

- Very sensitive technical system

- Flying sand and moving weed and bushes 
provided challenges

- Parked cars (in spite of ban)

- Very challenging traffic environment with 
pedestrians, cyclists, cars, caravans, 
motorhomes, trucks, excavators and tractors 

- 550 emergency breaks and two major break 
downs 

Weeks with a lot of 
challenges



- Very positive cooperation with the 
service provider (Nobina) and the 
public transport company 
(Hallandstrafiken)

- Ver positive media coverage

- Positive response from the public 
once the test was underway

- 800 trips made– in spite of Covid-
limitations

- General knowledge of what a 
autonomous vehicle is

- “Brave move from the municipality”

Upsides



- Immature technology 

- Need for higher speeds

- Need for better interaction with the 
surrounding environment

- Need for more than one vehicle to 
provide a stable and reliable traffic

- Need for a staff of operators and 
technical support 

- Great opportunities for this kind of 
vehicle in a less demanding traffic 
environment

- This could probably be a part the 
public transport solution in a future 
Varberg

Lessons learned
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